1) Contact Vendors 2/26 – 3/2: Dana
   a) Schedule vendor presentations
      i) Attendee list: Jon, Darren, Dana, Todd and/or Shannon, Josh, Kathy, Lynda, Brian, Blair, Mike, Craig, others TBD
   b) Obtain trial software for testing
2) Vendor Presentations: Vendors
   a) Configure network for DMZ access for these machines: Todd and/or Shannon
   b) Build testing matrix to collect testing data: Dana and Brian
5) Real World Testing 4/30 – 6/1: Dana, Brian and Kathy
   a) Identify which labs to deploy real world testing: Dana and Kathy
   b) Identify staff/faculty to deploy real world testing based off of Trend top offender list: Josh
6) Data Compilation 6/4 – 6/15: Dana and Brian
   a) Compile all testing data into high level overview for ease of final decision
7) Final Decision 6/18 – 7/2: Jon, Darren and Dana
8) Build Implementation Plan 7/2 – 8/3: Darren, Dana, Todd and/or Shannon, Josh, Brian, Mike, others TBD
9) Final Testing and Rollout 8/6 – 10/1: Darren, Dana, Josh, Desktop Support